
Friday Ballroom 1 Ballroom2

9:00- 9:30

9:30 - 9:45

9:45 - 10:30

10:30 - 10:50

10:50 - 11:25

APF-IND-T4284

NXP Edge Processing - i.MX Roadmap and Solutions 

This presentation will focus on NXP Multicore solutions for multimedia and display 

applications with high-performance and low-power capabilities that are scalable, safe, and 

secure. i.MX applications processors are part of the EdgeVerse™ edge computing platform 

built on a foundation of scalability, energy efficiency, security, machine learning, and 

connectivity. This session will provide a high-level overview of machine learning at the edge 

and will explore inference engine options available to developers designing for ML.

11:25- 12:00

APF-ENT-T4285

Wi-Fi 6 Solutions for Industrial and Automotive Applications

The session covers from access points and gateways to gaming, imaging, streaming and the 

connected home and car, our Wi-Fi and Bluetooth combo solutions deliver design flexibility 

and reliability for a multitude of applications.

12:00 - 12:45

APF-AUT-T4295 

NXP Solutions for Automotive HMI - (Instrument Clusters, DMS, e-Cockpit)

The session covers NXP's portfolio of instrument clusters from entry-level cost-effective 

solutions, through 2D and 3D hybrid displays. Each solution combines a full suite of hardware 

and software tools, complemented by our extensive ecosystem development tools.

APF-ENT-T4287 

NXP Secure Car Access Solutions - Smart Access/Digital Key

The session provides deep dive overview about NXP technologies and system 

solutions to enable secure, robust and scalable car access solutions. NXP offers  

Secure Digital Key solution with comprehensive products on wide-variety of 

communication technologies - Ultra-wideband (UWB), Bluetooth® Low Energy 

(Bluetooth LE) and near field communication (NFC) enabling true hands-free access 

based on precise localization. The session will focus on NXP BLE solutions and it's 

merits for Digital key solutions.

12:45 - 13:45

13:45 - 15:00

APF-AUT-T4289

NXP Connected EV Management Solution - NXP GoldBox (S32G) and NXP GreenBox 

(S32E)

This session focuses on NXP's latest System Solution enablement platforms for Connected 

EV management. 

NXP GoldBox is a compact, highly optimized and integrated development platform 

engineered for vehicle service-oriented gateway (SoG), domain control applications, high-

performance processing, safety, and security applications.

NXP GreenBox is a development platform providing advanced performance, peripherals and 

a multi-core Arm® ecosystem for engineers to begin development on NXP's next generation 

of Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) and internal combustion engine microcontrollers.

APF-AUT-T4296

Hands-On Workshop: S32K3 Session - Part 1

The S32K3 MCUs of 32-bit AEC-Q100 qualified MCUs to combine a scalable family of 

Arm® Cortex®-M7-based microcontrollers in single, dual, and lockstep core 

configurations, supporting up to ASIL D functional safety automotive and industrial 

applications. In this session, we work in-depth with the development toolchain S32 

Design Studio IDE and S32K3 EVK on Auto use case-specific peripherals (Timers use 

cases , CAN, ECC feature set).

15:00 - 15:45

APF-AUT-T4296

Hands-On Workshop: S32K3 Session - Part 2

S32K3 MCUs feature a hardware security engine (HSE) with NXP firmware, support 

for firmware over-the-air (FOTA) updates, and free ISO 26262 compliant Real-Time 

Drivers (RTD) for AUTOSAR® and non-AUTOSAR.

 

15:45 - 16:00

APF-AUT-T4298

NXP MathWorks 

Joint lab session will detail NXP’s Model-Based Design Toolbox™, provides an 

integrated development environment and toolchain for configuring and generating all 

the necessary software automatically  to execute complex applications (e.g., motor 

control algorithms, communication protocols CAN, SPI, I2C, UART, and sensor-based 

applications) on NXP microcontrollers -S32K3.

16:00 - 16:15

16:15 - 17:00

APF-AUT-T4293

NXP Automotive - In-Vehicle Networking Products Overview

OEMs are looking for more scalable and cost-efficient solutions to evolve the 

electrical/electronic architecture and meet future requirements for connected, electric, self-

driving vehicles.This session focuses on our growing in-vehicle network portfolio that enables 

innovative, fast, secure networking for hyper-connected driving. 

APF-ENT-T4297

Understanding UWB Technology: What It Is and How it Works

NXP’s ultra-wideband (UWB) technology enables secure ranging and precision 

sensing, creating a new dimension of spatial context for wireless devices. UWB 

technology processes contextual information to ease decision making and precise 

device management This sessions provides technical insight into how UWB works 

and the broad range of use cases it enables for smart edge devices - Secure Hands 

Free Access , Indoor Navigation, Item Tracking.

17:00 - 17:15

Automotive Enabling Technologies
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* Please note that this schedule might change and sessions might be moved into different rooms as necessary according to audience size for a given class.

Lunch and Demos

Welcome Address with Robert Damjanovic

Registration and Information Desk Open - 9:00 - 16:00

APF-IND-T4283

NXP Processing Solutions for Industrial and Automotive

This session will give a detailed overview of the NXP processing solutions and roadmaps addressing the megatrends in the Industrial and Automotive markets. The session will also 

give an overview of the NXP EdgeReady turnkey solutions - bringing the comprehensive computing and security of our Edge Verse edge computing platform for applications like 3D 

face recognition with liveness detection along with local, Alexa voice solutions & 3D immersive Audio. The session will also cover Automotive solutions for Domain/Zonal controllers 

& Service-Oriented Gateways for Connected Vehicles.

APF-AUT-T4286

NXP Automotive Processing (S32K) Roadmap for General Purpose and 

Integrated Solutions (GPIS)

The session provides an overview of our latest hardware, software and reference 

design solutions from the NXP GPIS portfolio. We focus our latest S32K3 MCUs 

based on the Cortex M7 and new S32M devices. We highlight Real-Time Drivers 

(RTD) and safety & security software solutions for the present-day requirements of 

connected vehicles. 

Tea Break and Demos

APF-AUT-T4291

NXP Battery Management System Solution Overview - HV/LV BMS 

NXP's scalable battery management system (BMS) can be used in industrial or automotive 

applications. The BMS offers high measurement accuracy after soldering and aging and ISO 

26262 supports up to ASIL D functional safety capability. The solution is a robust and safe, 

BOM-optimized option that combines BMS, and junction box monitoring solutions with high-

performance processors and integrated analog front-end solutions.

Tea Break and Demos

Event Closing
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